How to use the new RELA website
www.dgkl-rfb.de:81
Please login with your username and
password to get access to the
individual features of the site,
ordering and entering results if
appropriate (see page 2+3).

Use our registration page to
become a registered participant
of our RELA scheme (see page 4).

These links give you access
to the results of former RELA
schemes (see page 5).
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Login and ordering measurands

scroll
down

IMPORTANT: Please use the <My
RELA Home> link to come back
to this starting page whereever

Do not forget to press the <update order>
button at the end of the measurands list to
transmit your order.

you may be on the site.

In this area, current information is given to the participants,
e. g. the state of evaluation/ordering and entering results.

While ordering is open (normally until September 30), you
can change your order any time.
After that deadline, the ordered samples will be shipped and
charged.

After ordering, you will find here a list
of your ordered measurands.
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Entering results
After shipping, the link for entering your results will be
enabled.

scroll
down
You will find a list of all ordered measurands, use the
<open result sheet> link for data entry.

Do not forget to press the <update> button at
the end of your data entry for this measurand
to transmit your data.

The <send confirmation mail> button forces
an email to you with protocol sheets of all
your results.
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RELA - registration

This applies only to new participants,
former participants of our RELA surveys
are already registered, no action is
necessary.
To participate in the RELA scheme, a
registration is necessary. After
registration, we will provide you with your
access data. By this, you are a potential
participant of the RELA scheme and you
will get any announcements or other
messages to the participants.
But you have to order concrete
measurands to get shipped any control
material.
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RELA - evaluations

e.g. RELA 2007

See example on the right:
The <show result plot> always plots all results for the selected
measurand. However, to select only those measurands determined by
a special lab, choose the lab and press the <select lab analytes>
button.

New feature starting in 2007:
the <with limits of equivalence> checkbox allows you to see these
limits integrated in the result plot. Please look at the procedure
manual for details.
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